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SUMMARY :
Rail Passengers assesses that restoring the North Coast Hiawatha as a daily Amtrak service would
generate

$271 million
y
$68 million p
each

Amtrak roughly

ear in economic benefits to the seven states served while costing
er year to operate – a cost offset 66

%

by collection of

$41 million

each year in fares and other customer revenue. As many as 426,000 passengers can be expected to

take this train each year once it reaches a steady state of operation, including perhaps as many as
29,000 new passengers who would not otherwise travel at all using any travel mode if the train did
not exist.

In addition to the core assessment above, Rail

Additional spending from riders in local

Passengers reports the following key findings:

economies comes as passengers board and alight
in different places, opening their wallets along the
way. Savings come mostly through diverting

The new train should boast higher ridership

vehicle miles traveled to rail, which produces

than many other existing services

savings to municipalities in the form of reduced
road construction and maintenance, savings to

The new train should remove many millions of

society as a whole in the form of lower deaths and

vehicle-miles traveled (VMTs) from the

pollution emissions, and savings to riders

highways and secondary roads of the seven

themselves who more often than not experience a

states served. Taking cars off the road will

lower overall trip cost by taking a train than they

create benefits which conservatively total at

do by driving, flying or riding a bus once the total

least

$

16.9 million each year

Most diverted trips will be from cars, with

costs are taken into account.

a small fraction diverting from buses
An additional 58,000 trips each year will

In this Rail Passengers Research Note, at the
request of the Big Sky Passenger Rail Authority the

come from induced demand, i.e., trips that

Rail Passengers Association re-examined a 2009

would not

otherwise have been taken

study, “North Coast Hiawatha Passenger Rail

Study,” prepared by Amtrak in response to

In addition, by supporting an ecosystem of

congressional direction in Section 224 of the

establishments and suppliers that would

$

Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act of

generate

2008. We also performed our own additional

service should produce an additional 11

154.7 million per year, the new

assessment of potential total benefits using

in induced new travelers, injecting

$

%

gain

5 million

models co-developed by the Association and the

worth of new visitor-related revenue each year

University of Southern Mississippi’s Trent Lott

into the economies of the seven states served

Center, plus the commercially available IMPLAN
Annual tax receipts from all sources can be

economic-impact planning tool.

expected to rise by

$

3.5 million

FINDINGS:
Rail Passengers assesses that operating a new North Coast Hiawatha service making 47 station stops in
seven states could generate a

$270.6 million nnu lly .
$
$
%
%
r m nt o $4.87 million

total economic benefit of

a

the counties in which stations are located would aggregate to

beyond the county borders throughout the rest of the state could reach

Our modeling suggests that of the total ridership, roughly 11
additional inc e

Benefits specific to

200.2 million annually.

would represent travelers who would stay

home and not spend any money in the absence of the service. That 11
29,000 – can be expected to generate an

a

70.5 million annually, while benefits

e

f

induced ridership – roughly
of new visitor

spending every year.

Together, the seven states should expect to see

45.9 million vehicle-miles traveled , or VMTs,

removed from highways and secondary roads thanks to a combination of existing visitors and residents
who will shift some of their driving to using the train and new visitors who would not travel to these
locations using any travel mode if the train did not exist. Reducing VMTs can be expected to reduce costs
imposed on municipalities and states for highway and road maintenance, reduce pollution and emissions,

and reduce the number of deaths from motor-vehicle crashes.
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Rail Passengers also examined Amtrak’s 2009
assessments of five-year capital investments in
each of the seven states that would be served but
did not include any economic effects from that
Results from the IMPLAN model show that visitor
spending on Lodging, Restaurants, Entertainment,

spending in its assessment of economic benefits

from the new service. A future study thoroughly

Shopping and Local Transportation, combined

updating the capital spending plan could be used

with the stimulus effects of savings from reduced

to calculate additional benefits to the states’

VMTs and spending on the rail operation itself,
can be expected to support an additional
Income increment of
Added effects

$44.1 million

Labor

and Value-

– i.e., incremental contribution to

annually.

of

building or upgrading stations and improving
rights-of-way, tracks and signaling. These

benefits would include labor income and value-

Gross Domestic Product from industry-toindustry transactions –

economies during the 5–10-year period during
which capital investments would be made in

$88.2 million

added effects from construction spending,
business-to-business purchases of materials and
components. Adjusting for inflation, Amtrak’s 2009
estimate of capital spending would come to

$

795

million over a five-year period, mostly

concentrated in track, rights-of-way, and
signaling.

METHODS AND APPROACH:
For this assessment of the value of restored rail service, we calculated 602 variables for 49 counties in
which Big Sky suggests stations would be located, across Washington, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota,

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Illinois.

We began by updating key assumptions from the Amtrak 2009 Performance Improvement Plan (PIP)
restoration study

1,

including examining Census Bureau data for population and income changes in the

counties studied between 2009 and today

2

. Significant population and income growth have taken place

throughout the areas we studied, but especially in nine counties that would be served by this route: King,

Kittitas, Benton, and Franklin counties in Washington state; Missoula, Broadwater, and Gallatin counties
in Montana; and Stark and Cass counties in North Dakota. According to 2019 Census Bureau estimates,
these communities grew by a net 441,032 residents since 2009.

Since 2016,

Rail Passengers has been assessing

We then used our county-by-county ridership

and comparing ridership at every station stop in

estimates to calculate the ways in which ridership

the Amtrak system to understand the differences

increments in a given locality affected outcomes

in the ways that populations in rural counties use

such as new visitor spending in various

Amtrak’s long-distance routes compared with

categories, the number of trips into and out of a

more suburban or urban communities. The

locality, the percentage of trips taken in each

restored North Coast Hiawatha would have

travel mode (rail, car, bus or air), removed vehicle

characteristics broadly similar to Amtrak’s

miles traveled (VMTs) and the savings associated

Builder ,

Texas Eagle

and

Sunset Limited

Empire
routes,

with reduced VMTs in the form of pollution

and our previous station-by-station work allowed

reductions, avoided fatalities and reduced per-

us to generalize about likely passenger behavior

mile road maintenance costs which are typically

on the restored

North Coast

route. This work

underpins our county-by-county ridership

borne by the municipality. These calculations, in
turn, are used to calculate additional business

estimates, which consider whether the station

activity generated across industries. This two-

stop is located in an urban, suburban or rural

step process is explained in more detail below.

area, the size of the population, the degree of
population growth recorded during the
intervening decade since Amtrak published its

1

NORTH

COAST

HIAWATHA

STUDY

2009

-

AMTRAK

2009 study, the 2019 median income of the

county in which the station is located, and the
current average Amtrak fare for similar long-

2

U.S.

CENSUS

QUICKFACTS

V2019

-

HTTPS://WWW.CENSUS.GOV/QUICKFACTS/FACT/TABLE/US/PST045219

distance segments.
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How our Modeling Works:

Notes and Limitations:

Our proprietary Rail Passengers model uniquely

The purpose of this Research Note commissioned

assesses 47 variables, such average bus

by the Big Sky Passenger Rail Authority was to

operating revenues, passenger miles by car,

assess the scale of economic benefits from

emissions control costs per unit of CO2,

restored passenger service, using a set of

percentage of rail riders who are visitors versus

notional station stops supplied by Big Sky and

residents, and so forth. Our model examines the

updating ridership projections initially provided

way in which those variables interact with each

by Amtrak. This document is not a formal

other to produce different outcomes in the form

Operations Analysis, and our work did not

of additional increments of spending or savings to

consider a range of factors, such as, but not

consumers. The model’s assessment produces

limited to:

outputs estimating the effects of ridership on
things like visitor spending across different

The final operating schedule of the service,

categories and the savings that riders can expect

which will affect whether the train is desirable

to pocket because of not driving or flying. The

or attractive to passengers

two core drivers of our model are ridership and
mileage. Ridership figures drive the additional

Costs of required station improvements for

increments of spending, while mileage figures

each station based on an in-situ assessment

drive the savings produced. This is Step 1 of our

of existing physical conditions or ADA

economic-benefits modeling process, and it

compliance

produces a useful accounting of direct benefits
stemming from rail ridership all on its own. We

Costs for rolling stock and locomotives that

then combine this work with an additional step to

might be used in the service

broaden our view of the benefits of rail.
An updated assessment of track conditions
In Step 2, we enter our model results/outputs
into IMPLAN, a modeling tool widely used by

and signaling by operating company and
territory, or

universities, the Federal government, and

economic-development agencies

3.

IMPLAN

relies on Input-Output (I-O) analysis, which looks

Changes in operating conditions by proposed
host railroads

at inter-industry relationships within an economy.
It captures all monetary market transactions

For purposes of discussion, our team did a

between industries. By doing this, analysts can

cursory update of Amtrak’s estimated capital

use the tool to study the effects of a change in

spending as outlined in the 2009 study.

one or several economic activities – say,

Passengers

Rail

believes a worthwhile next step

introducing a passenger rail service -- on an

would include re-examination and baselining of

entire economy. Uniquely among economic-study

needed capital investments in light of changes to

tools, IMPLAN also includes transactions

host railroad operations, physical and

between industries and institutions and between

geographical changes in the relevant operating

institutions themselves, giving a truly complete

territories, and pending broad-based Federal

picture of all monetary market transactions taking

investments in Amtrak rolling stock systemwide.

place over a given time period.

Put more simply, after Rail Passengers’ model
identifies the spending that enters a particular

economy from the rail service, the IMPLAN tool
traces the flow of that money through other parts
of the local economy and the extent to which
those flows generate additional labor income,
value-added benefits, and tax effects.

3

FOR

VISIT

MORE

DETAILED

EXPLANATIONS

OF

IMPLAN,

HTTPS://IMPLAN.COM/APPLICATION/
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RIDERSHIP PROJECTIONS

PASSENGER SPENDING

As noted earlier, significant population and

New, incremental visitor spending brought to

income growth have taken place throughout the

each served community because of the new train

$4.86 million

annually .

areas we assessed, but especially in nine counties

service was assessed at

that would be served: King, Kittitas, Benton, and

It is important to note that this is not all the

Franklin counties in Washington state; Missoula,

spending captured in our modeling work, but

Broadwater, and Gallatin counties in Montana;

simply the value of new spending. There are more

and Stark and Cass counties in North Dakota.

effects from a broader view of visitor spending

According to 2019 Census Bureau estimates,

captured elsewhere in the model, particularly in

these communities grew by a net 441,032

the IMPLAN Labor Income, Value-Added and

residents since 2009.

Output values. Some visitors would still make the
trip, but might drive, or take a bus or drive. Our

Rail Passengers own ridership analysis assesses

model captures them as well. But the Visitor

that annual ridership on a potential new North

Spending figure reported here calculates the

Coast Hiawatha service should reach in the range

value of visitors who would not travel at all in the

426,000 riders , based on the mix of urban,

of

suburban, and rural counties which would be

%

served by this route. Our present estimate is 19

higher than Amtrak estimated 12 years ago, and

%

13

higher than if Amtrak had restored service in

2009 and ridership on that service grew in line

absence of rail service.

The calculation underlying the percentage we
apply to arrive at this figure was developed in
2017 through extensive research and literature
review:

with growth elsewhere on Amtrak’s long-distance

National Network.

# of passengers deboarding X fraction of
passengers assumed to be nonresident X fraction

Rail Passengers’ previous work suggests that

of “induced” passengers (i.e., passengers who

there is a stronger relationship between the

only took the trip because the train route exists) X

population size of the county and the share of

lodging/restaurant/entertainment/shopping/local

ridership than there is between median income

transportation spending per person reported by

for a county and its ridership. Since 2016, our

tourist bureaus in each state.

work examining ridership across all Amtrakserved origin/destination points shows that rural

and lightly populated areas are outsized users of
passenger rail service, often producing annual
trip numbers that are multiples of the catchment

area’s population rather than fractions.
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RIDERSHIP PROJECTIONS TABLE:
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ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Trains are inherently energy efficient. In the United States, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory reports
in Edition 39 of the Transportation Energy Data Book that as of 2018 Amtrak consumed 1,535 Btus per
passenger mile, compared with 2,840 Btus per passenger mile for personal automobiles

4.

Thus, every

reduction in vehicle-miles traveled helps to reduce the energy intensity of passengers’ travels.

& CO2 Emissions From

A 2007 study for the American Bus Association – “Comparison of Energy Use

Different Transportation Modes” – found CO2 levels generated by trains, air travel, cars, and buses
were estimated to be 177 grams per passenger mile, 243 grams per passenger mile, 371 grams per
passenger mile, and 299 grams per passenger mile, respectively

5.

Once again, every VMT saved

translates into less pollution emitted.

Rail Passengers’ calculation of the economic value of these reductions is extremely conservative,
however, and is based on work by the Victoria Transport Policy Institute (“Transportation Cost and
Benefit Analysis II – Air Pollution Cost”).

The Institute notes that CO2 Emissions are very difficult

to price, given varying climate forecasts and future discounting behavior .
have estimated that CO2 Emissions have an impact from
2007 for CO2 used a default value of
the subject in 2018

6

Per tonne, studies

$17 to $917. VTPI settled on a control cost in

$35 per tonne emitted, which it used in its most recent work on

. This is the figure Rail Passengers used in its modeling.

With this calculation, it is estimated that passengers aboard the new train would save the seven
states at least

$336,585

each year

A more robust model to price emissions’ true costs would likely

.

result in a higher savings number.

OVERALL BENEFITS FROM DIRECT OPERATIONS
Annual Estimated Economic Benefits of North Coast Hiawatha Service
Presented below are the aggregate results of all the calculations and formula results from both the
Rail Passengers model and the IMPLAN model’s calculations of additional benefits in the form of Labor
Income, Value-Added and total economic Output.

Results at the county level for counties in which station stops will be located are driven primarily by
ridership at these stations. Results at a state-wide level are primarily driven by induced state-level
spending not captured at the station level.

As noted earlier, Rail Passengers did not include the benefits of a projected five- to seven-year
capital investment program that will be required to improve railbeds and signals, construct new tracks
and sidings, and bring stations into compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) access
standards.

NOTE: The “Output” column includes amounts from the Labor Income and Value-Added columns, but
also includes other inputs. Output cannot be viewed as the sum of Labor Income and Value-Added.

4
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HTTPS://TEDB.ORNL.GOV/WPCONTENT/UPLOADS/2021/02/TEDB_ED_39.PDF#PAGE

5
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ANNUAL ESTIMATED ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF NORTH COAST HIAWATHA SERVICE:
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ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Annual Tax Revenues Created by North Coast Hiawatha Service

Recall that our study protocols look not only at direct spending by visitors, but at the business-tobusiness transactions that are spurred on by the visitors’ activities. All of these activities – from
staying in a hotel to eating at a restaurant, visiting an entertainment venue, buying local goods or
renting a car – support employees who in turn make purchases and pay sales taxes or property taxes,
or cause retail outlets to buy additional goods, or induce supporting businesses to supply services to
the hotels or restaurants or stores. Each of those transactions produces tax revenues at varying levels

depending on the jurisdiction. The IMPLAN model captures those tax effects at the county level,
which are presented in this table.
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Definitions, Explanations and Notes
Visitor Spending – captures additional spending in the local economy exclusively from the roughly
5% to 7% of annual ridership that would not be there but for the train service.

# of passengers deboarding X fraction of passengers assumed to be nonresident X fraction of
“induced” passengers (i.e., passengers who only took the trip because the train route exists) X
lodging/restaurant/entertainment/shopping/local transportation spending per person reported by
tourist bureaus in each state.

Road fatalities – an extremely conservative set of assumptions which uses 50% of the U.S. Dept of
Labor’s figure for statistical value of a life saved and examines only the subset of existing passenger
miles shifted directly from car to rail

Road maintenance – derived from reductions in annual Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMTs) by nonresident passengers (i.e., assumes residents will likely drive to and from their preferred stations to use
the train, so the rail service only reduces the VMTs imposed by non-residents).

Labor Income – All forms of Employment income, including Employee Compensation (wages,
salaries, and benefits) and Proprietor Income.

Value-Added – The difference between an Industry's or establishment's total Output and the cost of
its Intermediate Inputs; it is a measure of the contribution to GDP. Value Added is a large portion of

Output, as it encompasses Labor Income (LI), Other Property Income (OPI), and Taxes on Production
and Imports (TOPI).
Output – For all Industries, output equals the value of Industry production, which is equal to sales
plus net inventory change, but details vary depending on industry sector. For wholesale and retail,

Output is equal to gross wholesale margin or gross retail margin, respectively, not gross sales. In other
words, the value of production for wholesale and retail sectors is the value of the services they provide

and doesn’t include the value of the items sold within their establishment. Output includes labor
income and value-added, but also other intermediate inputs. Thus, in the tables we present, it’s not

accurate to add labor income and value-added to yield Output.
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